Hello & Welcome
To the first edition of The Needlesmith!
How exciting! My new writing adventure. I’m calling it a quarterly
journal. It is bigger than a newsletter, less frequent than a blog, and
not quite a magazine. My aim is to share a bit about me, my life, my
business, my artwork, creative ideas, maybe some ‘green’ suggestions,
and recipes from my cookbook.
A late starter, I have only recently worked out how to listen to podcasts. There are so many interesting, funny, inspiring ones to listen to,
I’ve shared some of my current favourites on page 6.
I have been listening to podcasts, watching some Ted Talks and thinking about my business. What do I want to do this year, after last years
success, challenges & surprises. Mulling things over, writing things
down, trying to make sense of what is important to me. Out of these
ruminations came the idea for ‘The Needlesmith’. I’m hoping to be able
to share some of my creative passions and knowledge and I hope that I
may, on occasion, inspire you to make something or a simple change.
I do hope you enjoy this and I would love to hear from you. Do drop
me an email if you have a question or a request I could highlight in
here.
Until next time, may your needles be sharp and your
thread never break!
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piness. And I do love making them. After a bit of research I am delighted to have sourced organic, Fairly
Traded calico which I will start to use for my artwork
& lampshades. That helps me to feel better about new
fabric I use. All of my fabric waste and thread snips I
send to our local Mary’s Meals charity as they can get
money for scrap fabric.
With the off cuts of calico and the painted ends of
lampshade fabric I make cards. The card stock is made
in the UK from recycled paper. I don’t put the cards
into single use cellophane sleeves but use a paper wrap
to keep envelope and card together and to have somewhere to put the price label. So I’m happy with the
way I produce these. I support the ‘Naked Card’ &
‘Just a Card’ movements
I quite like winter usually. I don’t get low when the
days are short and the nights long, quite the reverse, I
struggle with summer. But the beginning of this year
has been a bit of strain. The run up to Christmas was
so busy, so full on, hospital trips meant I was painting
& sewing right up to Christmas eve. Then I stopped.
And I didn’t know how to start again. I’d forgotten
how to use a brush, and the threads in the sewing machine would tangle. Inside I had started to panic, I
needed to start working again, there were commissions
to do and stock to make. I needed to get going.

I started dipping a toe or two into expanding into
homewares last year with tea towels and cushions, and
into stationary with cards and a calendar, and got a
great response, some really positive feedback. When I
was looking for a printer for the tea towels it was important that I found a company that had a strong environmental and ethical manner.
Subsequently I’ve found that I can marry my passion
for sewing & creating with treading more lightly on the
earth. And that I can sell my products in good conscience knowing that they give pleasure and happiness
alongside sound environmental & ethical practice.

I have been thinking about my ‘Why’, my ‘What’, and
my ‘How’, with regards to my business. As I recently Blue skies ahead, even if it’s not plain sailing!
wrote on an Instagram post, it is hard for someone who
is striving to live with less (still trying get this through
to my clutterbucket, shopaholic husband!), who has
been very ‘green’ for much of her life, who hates waste
and plastic, to then make products and encourage people to buy it! But who is also unable to live without
creating stuff, sewing, painting, making, writing and
who also needs make a living as she is pretty much unemployable these days.
I shared a few things on Instagram and had some lovely responses and messages which really helped me put
things into focus.
In particular, a comment from someone who had been
in one of my early sewing classes 4 or 5 years ago,
about how she is still sewing and upcycling fabric. It
made me realise that I didn't have to try to save the
world on my own, that by running workshops I can
teach others how to sew, and how to reuse fabric. It
was a real lightbulb moment.
My lampshades made me pause, and gave me a headache, but I am told that they bring people joy & hap-

Slow Sewing
In January I treated myself to
Caroline Zoob’s embroidery kit
subscription “The Stitcher’s Journal”. I liked the fact that it was
going to be a real print ‘book’
that everything (bar the needle as
it turns out) would be provided.
It arrived so beautifully packaged
that I struggled to open it up. I
didn’t want to disturb the tissue
paper! The journal, the pattern,
the printed cloth, the instructions

& the box of threads are all so
beautiful that I haven’t yet been
brave enough to start it! However, it is exactly what I need to do,
some slow, considered hand
stitching that is in direct contrast
to the fast machine sewing that I
do for my lampshades and in my
artwork. I am looking forward to
beginning it.
carolinezoob.co.uk

graphs. Formally quarterly it is
about to change to a biannual
journal and is currently fundraisIf you haven’t seen it you should
ing through ‘Indigogo’.
check it out asap. It’s lovely. Eminently stroke-able, beautifully It is an independently produced
written articles with lovely photo- magazine and only available via
subscription. It’s also printed on
recycled paper and is delivered in a
large brown envelope - so no plastic bag which I love. It also arrives
without junk mail tucked inside
and the magazine itself is also ad
free - hence the fundraising.

‘Creative Countryside’
a magazine recommendation.

There’s a free downloadable e-book
full of lovely images, tips, suggestions, reminders and seasonally
special days, recipes, things to do,

things to make, things to look out
for. Seasonal monthly sign posts.
Can you tell I’m a fan? This magazine is one for keeping and referring back to. For inspiration , for
a dose of slow, creative living.
creativecountryside.co.uk

Coffee with another creative
I love meeting other creative people, particularly women. There are a lot of independent business women in Argyll and many are running craft, art, designermaker type businesses. I am passionate about supporting and encouraging
women in business of all sorts and it was following a conversation with Kirsty
that I started a networking group called W.R.E.N.S. Women’s Rural Enterprise Network Scotland. In May we will have been meeting every month for two
years. It’s something I am very proud of.
Each edition of the Journal I’m going to be interviewing a fellow creative business woman. For this first interview I am interviewing Kirsty Brady from ‘A
Touch of Glass Studio’.
I first met Kirsty over 10 years ago
although it is only in the last five
years we’ve become real friends and
we now work together, along with a
another friend, to organise a couple
of seasonal sales events each year. I
have been on one of Kirsty’s stainedglass panel making workshops,
which I hugely enjoyed. I am now
(im)patiently waiting for her to start
her fused glass workshops again so
that I can have another go at working with glass.
I think it is time for a coffee break...

What will you have?
Ask me this a year ago and I
would definitely have said tea. But
now my life seems to be fuelled by
strong but milky coffee. And cake,
there would have to be cake. Most
probably a Victoria sponge, with
fresh cream, jam and real strawberries too.

Where are we meeting & Why here?
In my garden on a beautiful sunny
day. I’ve chosen here because I
don’t get enough time to enjoy it.
To be able to just sit and be. No
hustle and bustle of a noisy busy
cafe....
Tell us a little bit about your business, what you do & where you work
Until recently I always titled myself a glass artist. But now I tend
to use artist. I figure that glass is
my preferred media but not a
whole of what I do. It’s about the
whole thing, an artisan I guess you
could call it. I set up business in
2005 as A Touch of Glass Studio,
based in Argyll. I currently work
from my rustic but functional studio in the garden. It’s my little
hideaway, especially now I’m a
mummy.

What are you working on at the moment?
This is a great question... in my
mind lots, but physically not as
much as I would like to be. My
time is taken up these days by my
beautiful little boy. So time is
scarce in the studio just now. But
I’m currently trying to build up a
general stock of small fused items.
I have a beautiful commissioned
piece I’m working on as well as a
restoration window to complete.
As well as working on a little collection inspired by reading stories.
And my adventures with my boy.
A little bit of multi-tasking at present.

Do you have a favourite tool or material?
Until now I have mainly worked
with glass. Stained glass and fusing predominantly, which I love
and did from the moment I cut
my first bit of glass. Breaking it

like a piece of chocolate between
my thumbs and hearing that noise.
My favourite tool is very well
loved and 19 years old. It’s simply
a bit of wooden ruler, that my lecturer at college carved into a beautiful little tool that fits in my hand
beautifully, called a fid- it’s used
for opening and dressing the lead
cane. I have just begun a creative
welding course and am really enjoying working with a different
material. And excited at how I can
eventually combine the two.

We’re coming in to spring now, what
are you most looking forward to?
I work very closely with the seasons. And spring brings a rejuvenation of life and colours. I don’t
have to go far to be surrounded by
beauty in argyll and embrace it.
So I’m looking forward to getting
out long walks, with a bit of sun
on my face. Seeing life bloom
again all around.

What is inspiring you?
As an artist I think you are constantly inspired by everything
around you. Sometimes without
even really knowing it. Although
sometimes you can hit a blank
and there’s just nothing. You can
stare endlessly at a piece of paper
waiting for something but there’s
nothing. These times can be hard,
and you just have to be patient
and wait for the blankness to pass.
My biggest inspiration at the moment is my wee boy. I’m fascinated by his love for life. And I’m
enjoying seeing the world through
his eyes, everything is new and
I’m loving the innocence that
comes with it.
If your Fairy Godmother were to
give you three wishes what would
they be? Assuming that a request for
world peace is a given!
This is a hard one. The removal of
financial pressure would be amazing. As any artist out there knows
it’s hard to survive and it’s only
made doable by the passion we
have for what we do. A silly one
would be a trolley dash in a glass
version of a sweetie shop. Being
able to grab all those things you
would love to have or try but the
budget doesn’t allow. And lastly
on a more serious note definitely
health. For those around me and
who I love.
What would be your Desert Island
must have?
My son, since having him he has
become my rock. And sees me
through the darkest of days.

Anything you’d like us to know? A
guilty secret or special plans, announcement?
Haha !I think my life has had
enough surprises of late. So sadly
not, for now I am just enjoying a
quiet life. And adapting to being a
working artist mummy. And finding my way....

You can find Kirsty on
Instagram: @atouchglass_studio
Facebook: atouchofglassargyll and
have a look at her website for more
examples of her art glass work:
atouchglass.co.uk

The
Sewing
Bee of course! I’ve been an addict
since the first series. So I was delighted to hear it was coming back.
Being a Claudia Winkleman fan, I
was a little concerned that Joe
Lycett wouldn’t fit, but I couldn’t I
have been more wrong. He’s great,
after all someone that wears pink
fluffy jackets, must love fabric even
if he can’t sew it!
All my Jnr Needles are watching it
which is fantastic. I’m hoping that
it will inspire great things.
This seasons tasks are really quite
tricky. And of course I’m really
enjoying the transformation challenge. It’s a great way to promote
reusing clothes and demonstrating

that restyling, upcycling, reinventing garments and fabric can
be as exciting, if not more so, than
using new fabric.
My senior Jnr Needles have started dressmaking and are using
French seams on their tunic tops.
They pointed out that the contestants on the Sewing Bee weren’t
using French seams, so I was delighted to see that one of the contestants did.
I am going to be holding some Beginners Dressmaking workshops in
May, if watching it has inspired
you to give sewing clothes a go.

This was shared with me on Facebook I
thought it was worth sharing onwards...

BBC2 9pm Tuesdays
or catch up on iPlayer

Pencil cases made by my junior Jnr Needles.
Lined and with zips, I am very proud of them.

PODCASTS

I haven’t been listening to podcasts for long, bit slow on the uptake and I didn’t
understand the technology. Finally getting
around to sorting it out, I am kicking myself for
not doing it sooner. There are so many interestFor the business
Grow your business with soul & sustainably
by listening to Kayte Ferris. A mixture of
marketing help, mentoring/coaching sessions & interviews with other business owners
For the calm
Pressing Pause is the podcast for overthinkers. Even if you’re not an overthinker you
will get a lot out of Gabrielle Treanor’s podcast. She’s got such a lovely calm speaking
voice. Short bitesize soothing moments of
common sense and advice.

ing, funny, inspiring episodes to listen to there
isn’t enough time in a day. I download episodes
to my phone (android) and use Podbean. Who
knew! Great company when dog walking or driving. If you‘ve any other suggestions I’d love to
hear them.
For the sewing
Stitcher’s Brew is fun and chatty interview sessions with Gabby & Megan. Lots of crafty natter as well as sewing. Lots of chat with fellow
sewing enthusiasts and business owners.
For the giggles
The News Quiz Extra, I suggest you
don’t try driving and listening to
this. You won’t be able to see for
crying with laughter. Hosted by
Miles Jupp. Totally irreverent, the
best sort of news programme!

Make a simple Easter
egg hunt bag or gift
bag for Mothers Day.
Large pieces of flat fabric for this project work best, old curtains will make a good strong shopping bag but
you could also use sheets or duvet covers.
You will need two pieces of fabric about the size of an A4 piece of paper, and two handles apx 5cm wide, or
pieces of wide ribbon by however long you want the handles to be.

Fold in half.
With the rights sides together,
pin, then sew down each side.

Fold

Fold

Turning the right way around fold down the top of the
bag twice (to hide the raw edge) to a seam allowance of
about 1.5cm. Pin, then top stitch in to place.

Fold the edges of the handles in. Unless you are using ribbon in which case skip this part, and attach as
below.
Then fold the top down and the bottom up to overlap
the top fold.
Top stitch down the centre with a zig zag stitch.

Attach the handles securely.
Sew a rectangle with a cross
through it .
Press all your seams.

Adapted from a pattern in my ‘Sew, Let’s Get Started Book 1’ sewing projects booklet

JANE

I am not quite sitting on the doorstop waiting for the Postie
each morning with bated breath, but I am eagerly awaiting
his arrival any minute now. AS he will be delivering a couple
of new sewing machines. After much deliberating, and cogitating I have decided to invest in some new sewing machines.
It’s lovely sewing on vintage or retro machine s but I am
finding that my students would like to use newer models. I
promise I’m not making them sew using a treadle machine! I
will let you know next time how I get on with this new Singer, although with over 200 stitches I may still be practising!
At 9.5kgs I won’t carrying to and from lessons I am also getting another Singer & a Brother which will be available for
students to use on workshops. I feel as excited as if it were
Christmas this weekend!

My cabin studio ‘up the hill’ in the snow earlier this year, cold but beautiful.

Why “Needlesmiths”?

mostly did in the evenings. Until that is, September
last year when, completely out of the blue and in the
middle of the night, he was summoned to hospital for
I don’t know about you, but I always want to know
a kidney transplant. This has been successful and altwhy someone has chosen a particular name for their
hough as with all big operations of this type there
business. Sometimes its obvious; they’ve used their
have been a few hiccups and he played hokey cokey
own name or the name of the product. However, I
with the hospital for a while, this last month he has
didn’t want to do use my name and I didn’t have a
been getting much better. Something like this is life
‘product’. I had called my hobby business ‘Calico
changing on so many counts. There have been huge
Kate’, but I felt it had grown up when I (accidentally) adjustments to make and it’s been easy to underestistarted teaching people to sew. You can read more
mate the emotional impact too.
about it on a blog post I wrote “What’s in a name?”
As he improves the season is changing and the weathbut simply, it was because everything I did used a
er (as I write) is improving. There are very few signs
needle. Machine sewing, hand embroidery, a rag rug
of spring around us although the silver birches are
making technique called Punchneedle, and although I
starting to get their purple hue. In the garden, the
don’t do it very often these days, I can knit.
daffodils started to open this weekend.
Also, at the time I needed to stick needles into Mr B.
There is a positive change in the air & sharp needles to
He required haemodialysis six times a week which we
hand!

PR I N TM AKI N G

As my evenings are now no longer taken up with dialysis I signed
up for a couple of evening classes. Creative Writing - I share one of
my poems later on - & Printmaking. I am hugely enjoying both
courses. Giving myself the time to explore printmaking I’m wondering if I might be able to use some printing techniques in future
art projects. Although I’m not sure I have the patience required for
printmaking. This stunning picture below right is a 19layer reduction lino print by Laura Boswell. Her work is beautiful inspiring &
intimidating! We started with lino printing moved onto wood block
carving (pictured) and have just started etching and will be doing
collagraph printing next.
lauraboswell.co.uk

BOOKSHELF
Do you find what people are
reading fascinating? I have
rather an eclectic taste and I
freely admit that at times I
read a lot of ’mental chewing
gum’, stress free novels that I

‘The Murder’s Ape’ is Young
Adult fiction and is completely unputdownable. When a
friend recommended it to me
I thought she had said it was
called the ‘murderous ape’ so
I was rather relieved that the
ape belonged to the murderer
who wasn’t anyway! Great
book and quite a quick read.
Another bit of YA fiction for
when being adult gets a bit
tough, and one from my
childhood. So well written
that it is as easily enjoyed by

don’t have to think about to
much. I also don’t read historical novels, I do like books
set in the 1920/30’s. so anything from there forward. I
once knew someone who
would only read books written by women. I read a lot,
and not as much as I would
like to. Always before bed
and there’s usually one in the

ly get them from the library
which can be frustrating if
I’ve ‘read’ everything they
have. ‘The Black Ice’ by Michael Connelly is one of his
American cop dramas featuring Harry Bosch. It was
thoroughly enjoyable. If you
haven’t seen Bosch on television you should. The actor
playing Hironimus (Harry)
Bosch also has wonderful
name - Titus Welliver.

loo. Here ere are a few from
my bedside table.

adults, is Noel Streatfield’s
‘The Painted Garden’. About
a family who move to America for six months, after the
Second World War.
‘The Keeper of Lost Things’
Mr B bought me for my
birthday last year but I hadn’t got around to reading it
until just recently. I laughed
out loud and cried. Beautifully written with some very
sharp observations. Loved it.
When I can’t read because
I’m driving or working, I
listen to audio books. I most-

I’ve just started ‘The Ocean
at the end of the Lane’ by
Neil Gaimen. Which is as
weird as it is wonderful and a
bit uncomfortable too. Good
stuff though.

Spring Diary

Spring Workshops
Silver Clay Playday - £40

6th Ash Wednesday - Lent begins

A chance to have a go at making your own unique silver
jewellery, using silverclay. We’ll be mould making & firing pieces to create a pure silver pendant or brooch.

4th WRENS network meeting

Sunday 2.00-5.00pm

8th International Women’s Day

Paint & Sew a Lampshade - £50.00

17

In two afternoons, paint, applique & stitch a unique
lampshades. No experience is needed just lots of enthusiasm. These are relaxed, enjoyable and creative
workshops.

March

Silver Clay Play Day

23-24 Paint & Sew a Lampshade
31st British Summer Time begins (clocks go forward!)

Saturday & Sunday 2.00-5.00pm

31st Mothers Day

Sew Let’s Get Started - £120.00

April

Get to know your sewing machine. For beginners and as
a refresher for those who haven’t sewn for a while.

3, 10, 17, 24 Sew Let’s Get Started
13

Sew Simple Children’s Clothes

19-22 Easter Weekend
22nd International Earth Day #earthday

Wednesdays 6.00-9.00pm
Sew Simple Children’s Clothes - £50
Some simple clothes & accessories for babies & small
children
Saturday 10.00-4.00 (pls bring a packed lunch)
Beginners Dressmaking - £120.00

May
8, 15, 22, 28 Beginners Dressmaking

Learning how to use a pattern, cut fabric and make a
tunic top for summer
(Includes the pattern but not the fabric)

LENTEN Challenge
Giving up 40 things for 40 days
Can I challenge you?

Many people give up something, often chocolate, ‘for
Lent’, whatever their religious beliefs maybe. I was
inspired by something on Facebook that challenged
people to give up 40 things from their closet and pass
them on.
I’m not sure I have 40 things in my wardrobe that I
could, or want to, give up but we have plenty of other
things that we no longer need or use to pass on for fund
raising purposes, books, pans, jigsaws... I have also
identified 40 areas for clearing out or up - cupboards,
shelves, drawers etc. I’m hoping to do one a day.
Can I challenge you too?
if not 40 perhaps
6 things for 6 weeks?
1 thing for 1 season?

Do let me know how you get on
if you decide to accept my challenge!

STOCKIST News
In the excitement of Mr B’s transplant in September
I missed announcing, via email, that my lampshades
and some other homewares are now stocked at the
Scottish Design Exchange in Buchanan Galleries, in
Glasgow. I was thrilled to have my work accepted
and it’s wonderful to have be part of an amazing selection of Scottish art and design work. I’m looking
forward to taking some new work in soon.
At the beginning of December my friend Gill & her
husband George opened a lovely wee gallery in Lochgilphead which they have called Love Dove Studio.
Again it’s been wonderful to have my work on show
in an outlet amongst lots of wonderful locally handmade items.
The Glenbarr Stores, Kintyre also have lantern vases
and cards (& delicious cake!)
I am starting to develop and design a co-ordinating
range of homewares featuring my art work, and these
items will be available on-line. I’m looking forward
to increasing the range of designs and products this
year, Although, just at the moment it will be a case of
‘watch this space’ as I juggle commissions, new stock,
workshops and family concerns….!

Whilst reading the
new Country Homes
& Interiors magazine
at breakfast time &
discovering that I’m
on trend for spring
this year:

One of the evening classes
I’m doing is Creative Writing.
This was my offering to the
prompt St Valentine’:

From the top

Love is …

Paper Meadow in
Harvest by Hannah
Nun in the sitting
room

My Love is
On a washing line
Fluttering in the breeze

Cow Parsley in Duck
Egg and Cornflower
by Vanessa Arbuthnot in the spare bedroom

Your love is
Dried on a radiator
Hot, rumpled and untidy
Their love is
From the tumble drier
Easy care and crease free

And Daisy Meadow in
Moonrise by Hannah
Nunn in our bedroom.

Her love is
On a whirly gig
Spinning round dizzily

His love is
Like a clothes horse
Folded away stiffly
Our love
Needs no washing
Fresh as a daisy daily

I regularly stroke
the walls and
smile, a little odd I
know but walls can
potentially be mundane and these
give me such joy
daily.

Left
Lampshade flats finishing drying in the
breeze outside my
studio

A page from my recipe book
Orange & Almond Cake

Dairy free & Gluten free but taste full & simple to make

Based on a Nigella Lawson recipe but with some of my own tweaks.

2 large oranges, or 4 clementines, washed
6 eggs, beaten
250g ground almonds
225g sugar
2 teaspoon almond essence (optional)
Yoghurt or cream or dairy free versions, to serve
Method:
Put the oranges in a pan with some cold water, bring to
the boil. (Tip: put a small plate on top of the oranges to
keep them submerged) cook for 1.30-2 hours, top up the
water when necessary.
Whilst waiting oil and line a 20cm / 8 inch baking tin.
Preheat the oven to 190ºC/170°C Fan/375ºF/gas mark 5
Drain, discard the cooking water, when cool, cut each
orange in half and remove the pips. Put the oranges skins, pith, fruit and all - in a food processor and give a
quick blitz (or chop v finely by hand) to pulp.
You then add all the other ingredients to the food pro-

cessor and mix.
Or, you can beat the eggs by hand adding the sugar, almonds, and almond essence, mixing well, then finally
adding the pulped oranges. You will make a very runny
batter—don’t panic!
Pour the cake mixture into the prepared tin and bake for
an hour, or when a skewer will come out clean; you'll
probably have to cover with foil or greaseproof after
about 40 minutes to stop the top burning.
Remove from the oven and leave to cool, on a rack, but
in the tin. When the cake's cold, you can take it out of the
tin. It firms up and gets ‘orangeier’ so is almost better
the day after it's made, but only if you can wait that
long!
Dust with icing sugar or, if you like a shiny top to your
cake make a glaze with icing sugar and water, lemon or
orange juice and pour it over, start in the middle and
work to the edges letting some run down the sides, leave
to set.
You can also made this with lemons or 50/50 lemons &
oranges. In which case you might want to increase the
sugar amount by an extra 25g.

You can follow me about in various places…… or email me at needlesmiths@mail.com I’d love to hear from you

